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New message from Peter Merola about Jacque Fresco

Update: A Message from Peter Joseph – 

Friends, a lot of weird talk and speculation has emerged with respect to the

relationship of TVP and TZM. I work as a global coordinator for The Movement
and will not be altering the need work for that.

In fact, up coming is the Zeitgeist Media Festival which should be fantastic. We
already have some large celebrity interest.

Regardless, given my public position, I am subject to attack from both sides.
Sadly, even people who support TVP in an often nearly blind obsessive way come

up with ways to attack me due to my self-less perseverance and ability to bring
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this info to different circles in a productive way.
So, I want all those in this situation to remember one thing: without TZM, TVP

doesn’t exist – it has nothing but ideas and has no viable method to bring it to
light. It takes community to do that. That is the point of The Movement. For 30
years they did little to progress. I still ask… what the hell have they been doing for

30 years?!
The problem was they need younger people who understand the zeitgeist and
how to affect it, in part.

And with regard to my “lack of understanding” as was carelessly stated by Fresco.
I have over 80 hours of recorded personal conversations with Jacque and 10
notebooks on him alone. In fact, I likely have the largest single documentation of
this person in existence and I spent 2.5 years doing nothing but research on

these issues… so I can admit I am bit insulted by the insinuation that I am “doing
my own thing” irrespective of TVP.
For example, the first thing I noticed when I met them is that they have a few

books and dvds… but with no technical sourcing or real details at all. It’s simply
too vague. My job was to un-vague it and get it truly technical/detailed- hence
ZMF/Orientation Video/PDF. I think I have done that well and that info is now out

there in a coherent way. Please note- I have written literally everything in TZM
database online-pdf-video-website, etc.
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However, as of now, since I do respect Jacque and his years are limited, I am
going to also respect his grievance, regardless of how impulsive and unfounded it

is- and refer all public appearances to them and we can see how well they do on
their own.

My loyalty is to a train of thought…not gurus or entities… not Fresco, or anyone
for that matter. Follow the data- not the people. Its the only way. Ego is the
enemy of progress. If people here really want truth and a new world… it wont
come from a single person or project.

This was posted April 15th 2011 on  a youtube video as its information, the video is
from BigSteelGuy who is a known Youtube fan of TZM and TVP. The video is a radio
address of VTV’s entitled ” The Zeitgeist Movement is NOT going away- Stop buying
into the Hysteria” which I am not going to directly link on here because it sucks as a
video, I am only interested in the comment added as its information.
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What is extremely interesting are a few things which he says that fall directly in line
with all the complaints critics and skeptics of TVP have repeatedly said online for the
last 2 or more years…and I am going to highlight

Point 1:  “Sadly, even people who support TVP in an often nearly blind obsessive
way”

Even Peter is beginning to publicly acknowledge the fanaticism and blind following
people have of TVP

Point 2:  “without TZM, TVP doesn’t exist – it has nothing but ideas and has no

viable method to bring it to light.”
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Even Peter is publicly acknowledging that TVP does not have any means to  get its

dream city started, all it has is ideas and no actual method to put it into practice.

Point 3:  “For 30 years they did little to progress. I still ask… what the hell have

they been doing for 30 years?! …when I met them is that they have a few books

and dvds… but with no technical sourcing or real details at all”

Funnily enough all the critics have said the very same things, they have had over 30
years in this subject and they have achieved absolutely nothing, so for Peter to

finally acknowledge this publicly is important.

Point 4: “My loyalty is to a train of thought…not gurus or entities… not Fresco, or

anyone for that matter. Follow the data- not the people. Its the only way. “
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Critics of the movement and TVP have all said this constantly, where is the data,
what does TVP actually have ? Why are people treating Fresco as a guru, or even

Peter for that matter when they all have nothing to offer up but words ? Peter

himself is beginning to acknowledge this point at long last.

Point 5: “If people here really want truth and a new world… it wont come from a
single person or project.”

Again another important point critics of TZM made all along from the early days, and

that is TZM should have never concentrated on TVP alone and become an activist

arm for a single profiting company, It should have always been more open and
diverse in its public presentation of ideas to make things better from all areas of the

globe. This means that TVP was not any more important than any other company or
group  of people who were leading the way on ideas with technology and society.

TZM should have always carried this out in its media campaigns and forum
ideology, this mistake is possibly one that should have been rectified much earlier

on when critics brought this to them directly.
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~ by anticultist on April 16, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 
Tags: advertising, anticultist, cult, hoax, Jacque Fresco, peter joseph, peter joseph merola, resource based economy, the venus project,

the zeitgeist movement, zeitgeist

11 Responses to “New message from Peter Merola about Jacque Fresco”

1. Peter is a very intelligent person who has continued to learn along the way – and will continue to learn going into the future. I hope
that The Zeitgeist Movement will increase the general ability to organize volunteerism.

I think that the movement will continue to encourage people to think about living in a new way… and perhaps begin living in a
new way.

GavinPalmer1984 said this on April 16, 2011 at 4:44 pm | Reply

I guess that makes all the critics who said these things about 2-3 years before Peter could grasp them geniuses.
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anticultist said this on April 16, 2011 at 5:07 pm | Reply

2. [...]  A rant does in fact exist and was floated on youtube and exposed by Anticultist here:

 http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2011/04/16/new-mesage-from-peter-merola-about-jacque-fresco/   GA_googleAddAttr("AdOpt",
"1"); GA_googleAddAttr("Origin", "other"); [...]

Peter Joseph shuts down all talk of his battle with Fresco on the TZM forums « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on April 16,
2011 at 5:21 pm | Reply

3. [...] Link:  http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2011/04/16/new-mesage-from-peter-merola-about-jacque-fresco/ [...]

Peter Joseph Exposes The Venus Project « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on April 16, 2011 at 5:57 pm | Reply

4. For example, the first thing I noticed when I met them is that they have a few books and dvds… but with no technical sourcing

or real details at all. It’s simply too vague.

That’s my favorite part. Let’s all build these magic circular cities full of robots, computers, and machines where we all be be able to
live a life of leisure in access abundance and sell the world on the idea. We’ll figure out how to do it as we go along. (And if
anybody questions us we’ll just tell them we’re using the scientific method.)

/facepalm

justintempler said this on April 16, 2011 at 6:02 pm | Reply

Yup when I was a forum member I used to constantly bombard them with these queries along with many other members who
have long since left of their own accord, as I did.
They simply did not know how to deal with us, instead they chose to avoid our questions and keep the focus always on how
Jacque knew everything and was the only one able to change the world.

Pure fecking nonsense and those of us who questioned them knew they only had circular logic going on.

anticultist said this on April 16, 2011 at 6:12 pm | Reply

5. http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?
option=com_kunena&func=view&catid=231&id=333146&Itemid=100114#333146

Tanktop calls it a day and throws in the towel after realising Jacque has really insulted him and his friends, and Peter backs him up
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Tanktop calls it a day and throws in the towel after realising Jacque has really insulted him and his friends, and Peter backs him up
and demands an apology from Fresco and Roxanne but it does not come.

I would like to point out that Noel has been the technical backbone of this site and The Movement from its onset. If it wasn’t for

his interest in the direction, the site’s development, team creations, ZDAY and other such projects, alot of what has been
accomplished would not have been done.

Noel, I have emailed Roxanne with the serious point that they need to issue a public apology to everyone. I dont even care
about the issue with me… It’s about basic Movement moral.

I have received no response… no response at all, in fact, since this issue has occurred.

peter

anticultist said this on April 17, 2011 at 12:43 pm | Reply

6. After all that time they were complaining about RBEF, RBOSE and anyone else going independent a “splinter group”, they
become one themselves.

LoL

BranManFloMore said this on April 17, 2011 at 9:59 pm | Reply

Bet you have been laughing your ass off about this mate, I think it is probably one of the funniest news items this week. Beats
anything funny thats happened in other news outlets for me anyway, I have been sat watching and laughing at all this. The

way things turn around and the antagonists viewpoint suddenly becomes the voice of clarity is quite fun.

All the things we said are now what they are starting to say in public haha.

anticultist said this on April 17, 2011 at 10:02 pm | Reply

7. “All the things we said are now what they are starting to say in public ” “After all that time they were complaining about RBEF,
RBOSE and anyone else going independent a “splinter group”, they become one themselves.” But we knew this was going to
happen.. it had to… its just fun to be able to stand around as say we told them so… and its quite ironic.

Well, cheers… i’m celebrating over here… lol
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pan said this on April 19, 2011 at 9:52 pm | Reply

And now we all to get all the fun Pan.

Shane Nolan said this on April 22, 2011 at 11:04 am | Reply
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